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QUARTERLY OF APPLIED MATHEMATICS
VOLUME XLV, NUMBER 4
DECEMBER 1987, PAGES 645-667

ASYMPTOTIC THERMOELASTIC BEHAVIOR
OF FLAT PLATES*
By

D. BLANCHARD AND G. A. FRANCFORT

Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées , Paris

Introduction. The derivation of the mechanical behavior of a flat plate as
behavior of a three-dimensional flat solid whose thickness tends to zero is a well-estab-

lished theory since the works of Goldenveizer [G] or Ciarlet and Destuynder [CD1]. Due
attention has been paid to the static response of such plates for various linear or nonlinear

mechanical behaviors (Ciarlet-Destuynder [CD1, CD2], Ciarlet [C], Blanchard-Ciarlet
[BQ. Much less attention, however, has been devoted to the dynamic response of flat
plates from a similar standpoint. The linearly elastic case was considered in Raoult [Rl,
R2], but we are not aware of any further work in that direction.

The present study is devoted to the dynamic behavior of a three-dimensional linearly
thermoelastic flat plate. Specifically, a three-dimensional flat plate with small thickness is

submitted to an arbitrary system of initial and loading conditions. The limits of the
displacement, stress, and temperature fields as the thickness approaches zero are investi-

gated.
Thermoelastic behavior is characterized by a coupling between the mechanical equations of motion and the "energy" equation. The limiting procedure is seriously affected by
the presence of the coupling terms. The initial conditions are seen to play an essential role

in the analysis. In particular, a change of initial condition generally occurs for the
temperature field. A similar phenomenon appears in the homogenization of a thermoelastic composite (Francfort [F]). These concurring results seem to indicate that such shifts in
initial data are closely linked to any kind of asymptotic problem for coupled systems.
The first section is very short and entirely devoted to notation and basic definitions. In

the second section, the problem under investigation is formulated in a mathematical
framework. It is then rescaled in the usual manner (Ciarlet-Destuynder [CD1]) so as to
obtain a family of problems indexed by the thickness of the plate and defined on a fixed
domain.
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The third section is concerned with the definition of the limit behavior. It consists of a

flexural problem for the component of the displacement field normal to the plate together

with a coupled membrane-thermal problem for the components of the displacement fields
in the plane of the plate and the temperature field. The membrane problem is quasi-static,

whereas the thermal equation is a parabolic evolution equation. The initial membrane
displacement field is completely determined by the initial temperature field and by the
initial values of the loadings (Theorem 1).
In the fourth section, the thickness of the plate tends to zero. The solution fields of the

problems defined on the fixed domains are shown to weakly converge to the solution
fields of the limit problems, at least when hypotheses of weak convergence are imposed on

the initial conditions and the loadings (Theorem 2). The initial condition on the limit
temperature field is seen to generally differ from the limit of the initial condition on that

field (Remark 8).
The fifth and last section examines the possibility of strong convergence of the solution

fields as the thickness tends to zero. The loadings and initial conditions are assumed to
converge strongly. It is then proved in Theorem 3 that strong convergence takes place if
and only if a compatibility equation is satisfied by the limits of the initial conditions and
initial loadings. An example of initial conditions and loadings that are compatible is given
in Remark 9. In that example it is noted that the initial condition on the temperature field

remains unchanged in the limiting process. We conjecture that, under mild restrictive
assumptions, strong convergence takes place if and only if that initial condition remains
unchanged.
1. Notation and basic definitions. As is customary in plate theory, Greek indices range

from 1 to 2 and Latin indices from 1 to 3. Any point x of R3 is decomposed into
y = (jCļ, x2) and x3.
Einstein's summation convention is used throughout the text. An overdot * denotes
differentiation with respect to time, and an overbar " denotes the integral J' dx3.

Finally, if denotes the ijth component of a second-order tensor b on R3,

Tr b = bii9 tr b = baa.
The three-dimensional flat plate is defined as

ß(e) - to X (-e, e),
where co is a smooth bounded domain of R2 and 2 e the thickness of the plate. By
definition

r±(e) = co X { + e}, r^e) = 3<o x(-e. e).
The following spaces are defined:

H(e) = {v e i; = 0on r'(e)},
H(e)= [//(e)]3,
y(e) = (re [L2(ñ(e))]9; r is symmetric j .
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Vkl(e) = {t> e H(e); v3 is independent of x3, lies in //02(w), and
[//¿(io)]2 such that ua = 'a - x3 dv3/dxa, a = 1,2}.
We drop the parenthetic (e) whenever e = 1; for example,

Û = 0(1).
If u(x) is a displacement field, its -linearized strain tensor is defined as

To each point x = ( y , x3) of ß we associate the point x£ = ( y , ex3) of ß(t). To each
vector field u>e(jce) we associate the field We(x) defined as

W¿{x) = W3*(x) = ewļ(xE).
To each scalar field ze(x£) we associate the field Z£(x) defined as

Z£(x) = ze( x£).
To each tensor field Te(xe) we associate the field T£(x) defined as

T«ß(x) = T^ß(xe),
T< i(*) =
T3«(X) = 7T3«(^C)>

TiÁX) = ļT33(^E)e
In this manner the spaces H(e ), Y(e' L2(ß(e)), ... are mapped onto the spaces H , Y ,

From now on, the x dependence (respectively dependence) of all mathematical
expressions will be implicit, unless confusion could arise.
2. Setting of the problem. In this section the evolution problem for the thermoelastic flat
plate is formulated on ß(e). It is then rescaled using the transformations defined in Sec. 1.

The plate ß(e) is made of an inhomogeneous linearly thermoelastic isotropic material.
The Young's modulus E£(x£' Poisson's ratio v£(x% thermal dilation coefficient ac(jtc),
heat conductivity coefficient ke(xe), specific heat coefficient ße(xe' and mass density
pe(xe ) are defined as

2s£(.x;e) = E(x), with E(x) > 0,
ve(xe) = p(x), with -1 < v(x) <

ae(x£) = a(x),
k£(xE) = k(x)9 with k{x) > 0,
ß£{x£ ) = ß(x ), with ß(x) > 0,
p£(x£) = 62p(x), with p(x) > 0,
where E , v, a, k , ß, p are ^700 functions on ß and even functions of x3.
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Remark 1. The e2 dependence of pe on e allows for a

vibration frequencies of the plate as the scaling p
renders the limit model sensitive to inertia effects
in other problems such as the flow of a viscous flu
[S], Ch. 8).
The constitutive equations for the plate relate the stress tensor o*j to the linearized
strain tensor e/y (wc) and to the temperature increment field 0£ with respect to a uniform
reference temperature T0. Specifically,

e¡j(u>) - a'6%j = -for - Ļ Tr o%. (1)
The hypotheses made on E and v suffice to ensure the invertibility of the stress-strain
relation (1).
The plate fi(e) is laterally clamped and maintained at the ground temperature T0. The
transient response of fl(e) under an arbitrary set of initial conditions in displacement,

velocity, and temperature (uĻv Ļ0q% body loadings (/,e), and upper (lower) surface
loadings (g,* c) is investigated. The following system of equations governs the evolution of
the displacement field ue(x£ ) and temperature increment field 0e(xe ):

W'jq'»*11'' <2)
(3)

0/3=±g,-±e on r±(e),

r rile),
-9Ö£
7=0 nn on
r rile),++ // ļļ

3x3e
u" = 0 on r'(e),
6e = 0 on r'(e),

(4)

Me(0) = ue0,

ùe(0)

=

v'0,

(5)

0e(O) = 0O£-

In Eqs. (2)-(4), ofj is the stress tensor associated with ue and 8e through Eq. (1).
Under the following set of hypotheses:

/Ee ^12(0,r;[L2(fi(e))]3),
g±sG īy2i(oļ7-;[L2(«)]3),

4e[//2(ß(£))]'nH(£), (6)
G h(£)>

0O£G H2(Sl(e))nH(e),
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the solution ( ue , 6e) of the system (l)-(5) can be shown to satisfy

V°([0,T'; [i/2(ß(e))]3 n H(e)) n ^([0, T]; H(e)) n íř2([0, 7*]
(7)

6' e «">([0, r]; H2(Sl(e)) n ¿/(e)) n ^([O, r]; L2(Q(e))).
Remark 2. The existence and uniqueness of the solution of (l)-(5) is discussed in
Francfort [F] or Hughes-Marsden [HM] in the framework of semigroup theory. The
regularity (7) is a direct application of that theory (see, for example, Brézis [B], Ch. 7).
A rescaling of the system (l)-(5) is now performed with the help of the transformations

defined in Sec. 1. The images of all the fields entering the system (l)-(5) are denoted by
the corresponding capital letters. We obtain

eaß(U<) - a&'ß = - |(tr2* +
ea>(Ue)
ei3(U<)

-

(8)

£2a0e

e2pÜJ

2^3=

=

=

±

=

£

¿21,

7^

e

2£33=±ļG3±t

o

o

f^-0 on r1, (11)
Ue = 0 on r',
0E = 0 on r',

u<( o) = u¿, ř/E(o) = Vq, 0f(o) = e¿. (12)
Introducing the tensor fields

' eaß(U') 'ea3(U') "
4W)

=

e

~e3

/ ^«0 e^a3 '

2«

-

I
'

fY£
F
t^d3ß
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and the bilinear forms j/, SS on Y defined by

sř(A,B) = jf ļ^A0B0 - ^(TrA)(TrB

^ s> - { [īhA»B; + (1 + ,

we obtain the following variational formulation for t

s/(2<(t),*)
12 =
£2
f 12 eu(U'(t))%jdx - f
or

alternatively,

á?(e(t/E(í)),
for

any

Ý

in

e2/
£2
12
fi
£2

Y,

ptfa

= /Jq,
Jq, + A/bá
bá Jçi Jçi
F3'(0^¿* +ejí+ Jy±
e Jy± G^(t)Wady
e JT±
+ -( JT± G^(t)W,dy
for

any

W

in

H,

í nA,/ ' r-w j 1 f , 30e, v 3Z 1 /• , 30e, v 3Z ,

I í ßd nA,/ ^Zäx ' r-w j + YX" 1 f , 30e, v 3Z + 7îJakJT,(,)*ridx 1 /• , 30e, v 3Z , <15)
/* F/v .

+ 1 /* î~2;^(U'(0)Z
for any Z in H,

l/e(0) = U¿, Ù*(0) = Vq, 0e(o) = eg. (16)
The hypotheses (6) become

F* e W12(o,T; [L2(ß)]3),
G±eG w2>2(0,T-,[L2(u)Y),

U0*e [H2(Si)]3nH, (17)
V0 ' e H,

0oe G h2(Q) n H.
The system (13)-(16) has a unique solution (ř/£, 0e) with

U' e V°([0 ,T]; [tf2(fl)]3 n h) n ^([0, T]; H) n V2{[0,T]; M«)]3), (18)
0e g #°([o ,r]; #2(ß) n h) n <<f1([o,r]; L2(ß)).
Thus the system (13)-(16) holds true for any t in [0, T],
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Our goal in the following sections is to examine the behavior of the f
2e, e(U£) as e tends to zero. The convergences obtained will imply conve
for the original fields, i.e., ue9 0e9 a e.

3. The limit behavior. In this section we define a priori a limit problem a

its properties. The justification of the model as a valid limit beh
subsequent sections.

We introduce two evolution systems on co. The first evolution problem r

(19)
with

W3 = = 0 on 9ío (20)
as boundary conditions and

"3°(0) = u°3, *0(0) = (21)

as initial conditions. In (19) F° is an element of W1,2

are elements of Hq(co) and L2(ß), respectively. In vie
coefficients, the system (19)-(21) is classically seen t

u°3 in #°([0, T]; H¿(a>)) n <^([0, T]; ¿2(«))-

The second evolution problem couples a quasi-stat
tion. Defining

I EaH 1 tr) ļ

<1 - -)(1 - 2^) j '

the problem reads

«à - (^)«>°) + ( (TT7FT7) ) <»«•>«* - (^) < »V <=>
+ F-° - »• <23>

3 «« 8 Uit'X " i Ea

"ir" a»; (šī;) " (T^TJ i
with

u° = 0 on8<o, 8° = 0 on 9co, (25)
as boundary conditions and

«0(0) - i[e0° - (ļ%) tre(»°(0
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as initial condition. The following theorem establish
solution of the system (22)- (26):

Theorem 1. If 0q is an element of L2(œ) and F° an

system (22)-(26) has a unique solution (u°, 0°) in

initial value u°(0) is then the unique solution in [//¿

â^{(TT7)">o<0»+(((1-,)("i +
(ī^)e°°)"F*<0)
Proof of Theorem 1. The positivity properties of the coefficients imply that the mapping
S° from [¿/¿(<o)]2 into [//_1( <o)] 2 defined for any v in [//¿(co)]2 as

- -t„[ (rir)'» + ( (i - »)(' + ,) ) Ue(,)á"»)
is an isomorphism. It is easily checked that the mapping L0 from L2(<o) into defined
for any f in L2(<o) as

v-(ĀĪ-("H(ĀWI)
is a bounded positive self-adjoint linear mapping on L2(co). Furthermore, the function

'«(O - (r^)^e{s°-'F°(t)))
is an element of Wl'2(0 , T' L2(u)). The system (22)-(26) can then be rewritten as

u° = 5° 'ļ-F° + gradļ ( ^°ļ)' (27)
< T , , 3 /t90°Ì , • , '

< ^/ T + , Lo)ir , = ā^(^) 3 /t90°Ì + , ^' • , ' (28)

0° = 0 on 9co, (kI + L0)6°( 0) = 0O° + r0(0),

where I is the identity mapping for L2(u).
The existence of a solution to the system (28) is obtained through application of the
following simple lemma.

Lemma 1. Let H be a Hilbert space and let A be the infinitesimal generator of a strongly
continuous contraction semigroup on H. If L is a self-adjoint isomorphism on H and if
there exists a strictly positive constant a such that for any u in //,

{Lu, u) H > a''u''2„,
L~lA generates a strongly continuous semigroup S(t) on H.
Outline of the proof of Lemma 1. The properties of L imply that L defines an inner
product on H whose associated norm is equivalent to the norm || ||^. The operator L~lA is
easily seen to satisfy the hypotheses of the Lumer-Phillips theorem (Yosida [Y], p. 250)
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for this new inner product. The result of Lemma 1 follows fro
that theorem.

This lemma is applied with H = L2(co ), L = kI + L0, a = min (*(>>)) and it
implies the existence and uniqueness of 0° in <^70([0, T]' L2(o>)) and, with the help of (27),

of u° in #°([0, T]' [//¿(<o)]2). The equation satisfied by u°(0) is easily derived from (22)
and (23) written at time t = 0 and (26).
Remark 3. In view of the regularity properties of the fields u° and «3, the displacement

field u° defined as u° = (w°, u°) with

0 0 du j

U = U - JCi7 -

a JCi7 3dxa

is an element of #°([0, T]' VKL).
4. Weak convergence of the fields. In this section we establish a priori estimates on the
fields Ue(t ), 0£(O> e(Ue( OX an<3 2e(i) with the help of Eqs. (13)- (16). These estimates
enable us to pass to the weak limit in (13)- (16).
Specifically, we obtain the following.

Lemma 2. Let us assume that hypotheses (17) hold true and that

Uq "o weakly in H,

eVL voa weakly in L2(Q),
v03 v03 weakly in L2 ( ß ) ,

e(t/«f) -» e° weakly in Y,

@0 -» #o weakly in L2(ß), (29)
F: - fa weakly in W^{ 0, T; L2(Q)),
€Z

-> /3° weakly in Wu2(0, T; L2(Q)),

7 Ga±e g*±0 weakly in Wl-2{ 0', T' L2(«)),
'o3±e -» g3±0 weakly in W1:2(0,T, L2(m)),

£

as e tends to zero. Then,

Ue is bounded in 0, T ; H),

eÙJ; is bounded in 1^(0, T; L2(ß)),
Ù3e is bounded in 0, T; L2(&)),
e(Ue) is bounded in LM( 0, T; y), (30)
0e is bounded in 1^(0, T; L2(ß)) n L2(0, T' H'
1 3©c

- -r - is bounded in L2(0, !T; L2(ß)),
£ OXj

2£ is bounded in L^O, T' Y ),
independently of e.
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Proof of Lemma 2. The regularity properties (18)

trial functions in (13b), (14), and (15), respectively. Ob

fQ )«<y(^'(')) dx = fa 2o(0 *ij(U'

= -jf Y^e*(0(Tre(^(i)))d*,
and adding together the expressions resulting from (14) and (15) yields

£2/ß PÜ¿{t)V:{t) dx + f^ pÜf{t)Új(t) dx

+ {&(e(Ue(t)),e(Ùe(t))) + J 0©£(í)Ô£(í) dx

+ Ļf
Jq 9xa
k^(t)d^(t)dx
9xa dxaJq
+ ^f
Jq k^(t)^(t)dx
9*3 9*3 (31)
T0T0Jq
dxa e^T0
9*3
9*3
= Jf F:(t)Ü¿(t) dx + j2fa F3(t)Ù3'(t) dx

+ 7ee f¿y
± Ga±c(t)Ù:(t)dy
± c •'r±+ 'f Gf*{t)Ü{{t)dy.
Integrating

Jf

p{|e£^(0

+
=

over

I2

+

the

p{Ke„

jf

I2

time

|ř/3c(0

//le'(')|2&

Jf

+

(31)

+'V&

+

I2}

^|©o|2£Íx

in

i'}

t/

dx

+

+

2

+ / Jr±
Jr± ( ' IG*<(s)U:(S)
' E
E + ^GfMUjļs))
e /Jo
/Jo J
-2

Jf'

"2/o'

Jf

Jf

±

(£(i)í/.

(jČ0±E(
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The positivity properties of the coefficients on ß, the equality
(29) imply the existence of a generic strictly positive constant
that

2
H

a = 1

.
II

2
.

.2

II

¿„(0,

T

;

L2(ß))

+

II

Uļ

+ l|e(t/e) II Loofo.T; n + ||0E||¿oo(o,7';z.2(a))

J, 90^ 2 1 90^ 2
íí v P b fì Y

„ = 1 v « L2(0,7-;L2(Û)) P b Y 3 Z

< C(l +||t/e||L00(0,r;[Z.2(ß)]3)).

Poincaré's inequality and Korn's inequality imp

||t/e||L,„(0,7-;[L2<ß)]3) < C||e(ř/e) HlooÎO

for any e less than 1. Inequality (33) then yiel

e(U% 0e, (l/e)a©e/ax3.

Because of the positivity properties of the c

norm on Y that is equivalent to the natural L

immediate consequence of equality (13a) with 2

Remark 4. The hypotheses on Uq and e(t/0€)
rh i°

"Sa = »o« - *3-0^. with<a in ¿/¿(w)
and Uq3 in Hq(u).
Similarly, the estimate on ( l/e)d®e/dx3 implies that the weak-* limits of weakly conver-

gent subsequences of 0e in 1^(0, T'L2(Q,)) are independent of jc3, and the estimate on
ř/a£ implies that the sequence eÙ^ converges weak-* to 0 in £^(0, T' L2(ß)).
In view of Lemma 2, we conclude that there exist weakly converging subsequences of all

bounded fields appearing in (30). Since we eventually show the uniqueness of the weak
limits of these fields, we identify the sequence with its converging subsequences, and
denote by w°, e°, 0°, a0, q° the weak limits of U' e(t/€), 0e, 2e, and (l/e)90e/9.x3.
With the help of Lemma 2 and of Sec. 3 we are in a position to prove the following
theorem of weak convergence of the fields:

Theorem 2. Let us assume that hypotheses (17) and (29) hold true and that

^(0J;L2(ß)), ^°e^(0,r;L2(u)). (34)
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Then, as 6 tends to zero,

Ue -> u° weak-* in ¿^(0, T' H),
eÜ¿ -> 0 weak-* in £^(0, T; L2(S2)),
Ù3e -» ù3 weak-* in ¿^(0, T' L2(ū)' (35)

©£ -> 0° weak-* in 1^(0, T' L2(ß)) and weakly in
2«/s ^ °aß weak-* in LJQ, T' L2(ß)),
£2^3 -» 0 weak-* in Lx(0, T' L2(Q)),

e22j3 -> 0 weak-* in LJO, T; L2(Q)),

jea3(Ue) 0 weak-* in Lx(0, T; L2(Q)),
ļe33(C
a6° -_
Ļ £„
tra0i = _
1 6° v
- i tre
^2 Ie)
£-» 1
v(u°)
>v >

£ OX 2

-

0

weakly

weak-*

in

L2(0,

71;

in

Lx(

0,

L2(Q)

where

K-K-x,^-, (36)
def

and where w3, u°, ö°, o®ß = are the unique solution of (19)-(26) with

^3° =/3° +(^° + gì0) + fa j + _ ga°)>
F>/a°+(g:° + gā0), (37)

©0= (K) + (1 fa2„(tr<?("o) +e033)) •
Remark 5. The hypotheses and conclusions of Theorem

of the original fields. We assume that (6) and (34) hold true a

Ue"oc
"oc£Ue
£Ue
ev' eevo>
+ °'9«/a'03ft' eh'
0e e8a
°' /a'
ft
Ue
03 >03ev'>evo>
3Xj ' 1^21
£ Sx3 '+I9«0a
dya ' 0e
' e2gs

ļp eh' ļ e8a ±e ' J_„±e

taken at the point ( y , ex3) (or ( y , ex3, t) for the loadings) converge (in the appropriate
weak topologies) to

1J°
7)°>P°e033>
?P° fì°
/a f° ņ0
f° Q±0
U0a 1J°
» "03
Ze0a3>
> /acr±0
» /3

> 5a > 63

taken at the point (y, x3) (or (y9 x3 , f) for the loadings). We obtain the convergen
the appropriate weak topologies) of the fields

1 dui 3wf 1 8wf 1 dde

m-„, e«5, »•, o;„ 7 3^ + 3^;. 7 3^. 7āī7

taken at the point ( y , ex3, i) to the fields t/°, t/3, 0, w3, 0°, 0^, 0, 0, 0, a0° - (p/
0 taken at the point ( >>, x3, / )•
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Proof of Theorem 2. Let W(x) be an arbitrary element of H and let <p

element of ^o°(0, T). Inserting

W(x,t) = <p(t)(eWa(x),e2W3(x))

as test function in (14), integrating the resulting expression over the ti
and letting e tend to zero, we are left with

•i í + - °-

We are at liberty to choose Wa and W3 of the form /0*3 xa

where x is an arbitrary element of 0°°(ß)]3. Thus

a«3 = Ö33 - 0. (38)

A test function of the form y(t)W( Jt), wi

1), is now used in (14). Since

ea3(W) = 0, e33(W) = 0,

a similar procedure yields, for almost any t

Jq pūļ(t)Wļdx + j^ß{t)eaß{W) dx
= f JJ
fa°(t)Wadx
si
+ J Jq,
Jq,
f3(t)W3dx Jt±
+ Jt± / ga±0(t)Wady+
jt±
jt± [ g3±0(t)W3dy.

(39)
If W3 is chosen to be equal to zero, (39) yields, for almost any / in (0, T),

J fì
o^ß(i)^dx
= / fìfì
f?(t)Vřadx
fì
ß
r + J r + ga±0(/)Wa-4v. (40)
But

Wa

is

independ

3^~®à(0
for

almost

Similarly
r

r

I

r

=

any

if

t

Wa

in
is

c

d2W

Pú0Át)W3dx

-

/

-f0x3f*°(t)j£dx
(42)

Since W3 is independent of x3, (42) reads as

(p"?) (T)- x3o?ß(t) = f3°(t) +(gf°(t) + g3°{t))
+

(43)
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for almost any t in (0, T). In view of (43),

thus (pw3)(¿) has a trace at t = 0. The computatio

function of the form t ](t)W(x) in (14), with W(x

an arbitrary element of #0°°([ 0 , s)), 0 < 5 < T. An i

i1 f pÜf(t)Wf]{t)dxdt

Jo Jū

is performed; it yields

-ifJ0
pÛXOWtfiOdxdt-vWf
pV¿W3dx.
JŪ
JŪ
Passing

to

the

limit

as

befor

help of (39),

i(0)ļļ ļ (0), fv3J I - JÍ po&fr3dxJ = o
where (( , )) stands for the duality product between i/~2(co) and H¿( co). Thus

(p«ì) (°) = (p»«j) • Í44)
Of course, since U3e converges weak-* in 0, T' L2(ß)) to

in L2(ß) to w?(0), i.e.,

"aí0) = "03- (45)

We now consider test functions of the

element of y, and repeat a similar procedur

j/(o°(0,ý) = fa efj(t)%j
In view of (38) and of the expression of

e«3 = °- e33 = a
and

eaß = eaß{u°) = oc6'ß + tro°So/J,
or equivalently

°°t - + (1 - ,k"I + ,) - T <48>
Equalities (47) imply a fortiori that

^3(«°) = 0' ^33("°) = 0'
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and thus that

u°eL„(0,T;VKL)9 (49)
i.e., that

«•€1,(0,?,^»). = (50)
where u° is an element of [i/¿(<o)]2.

We finally consider test functions of th
element of H , and repeat the familiar pr
(0,7-),

An argument similar to that used for o303 leads to

q°(0

=

0.

(51)

A

test function of the form <p(
in (15) (such a test function
any t in (0, T),
used

Ja
Ja
f ß6°(t)Zdx+
T0 Ja-Ļfdxa
Ja k^-{t)^-dx
dxa dxa
Jadxa1+ Ja
- [2v
r^r(TTê°(t))Zdx 1 - 2v = 0, (52)
i.e., since 6° is independent of x3 by virtue of Remark 4,

But (47) and (48) imply that

Tre0 = trc(M0) + eg, = ^ _2* tr e(u°
With the help of (54), (53) reads as

(55)
where k has been defined in Sec. 3. In view of (55),

«»°+ (ļ4?;tre<«0))
is an element of W1%2( 0, T' i/_1(<o)). The computation of its trace at time t = 0 requires
the use of a test function of the form -q(t)Z(x) in (15), with Z(x) an arbitrary element of

Hq(g>) and i ](/) an arbitrary element of Vq°([0, 5)), 0 < s < T. An integration by parts of
the term

ÍL + r^Tr«(&,(0))zií(í)¿x<ft
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is performed; it yields

-jT fa (/*©*(') + r^Tr *(U'(t))}z

-1,(0) jf (/»©S + y^-v Tre(í/0*

Passing to the limit as before, and integrating by par

help of (52),

1,(0)11 (K0° + tre(w°)j j(0), - JÍ (/?< + Tregjzdx) = 0
where ( , ) stands for the duality product between H~l(œ) and Hçj(œ). Thus

(K0° + (ī?7M«0)))(0)= ĪK) + (T^bTreo0)- (56)
To complete the proof of Theorem 2, we merely have to replace u°a by u°a - x3 du3/'dxa
in

(48)

and

The

and
«3

(54).

expre

((Ea/(

and

0°

»»«,-

«

« = P) āg; + <57>
* (ī%) lre(u°)-

Recalling Eqs. (41), (43), (44), (45), (55), (56), and (57), we conclude
satisfy (19)-(26), which, together with Eqs. (38), (47), and (51) an
completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Remark 6. The regularity hypotheses (34) together with the //02(w)-regul

Remark 4) are implicitly used to assess the existence and uniqueness of t

(19H22)-

Remark 7. In view of Remark 3, u° lies in #°([0, T', VKL). The initia
then determined as

«°(0) = <(0)-*3|J. (58)

Remark 8. As announced in the introduction, there is in general a change in the initial
condition in temperature; let us assume for example that
6q is independent of jc3 and 0O° ^ 0 almost everywhere,

"S = 0,_ eo°33 = 0, /a° = 0, ga° = 0,

and also that for every x in fi, a(x) > 0. Then (26) and (37) become

00° = M?,
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and

«"(0) - ì{» - (1^7) tre(u°(0
where, according to Theorem 1, u°(0) is the solution of

4{ (rfr) e>o<0)> + ( ( d - ,k'i + »>) + « ( õ^õ) )
<w>
The positivity properties of the coefficients imply that

K > ß.
If 0°(O) = 6»0°, (59) implies that

t"(o#(0))'
and thus (60) becomes

ā^{(īT7)<>°<0>> + (((i-o<'i + ,))

+ (7^)(Ä)
Then, because of (61),

u°(0) = 0,
which contradicts (59).
This change of the initial datum in the temperature field appears in another asymptotic

problem involving thermoelastic behavior, namely a problem of homogenization (Francfort [F]). It is shown in that context to be a by-product of rapid oscillations in time of the

temperature field. Whether the same phenomenon occurs in the present plate problem is
an open question.
5. Strong convergence of the fields. In this section it is shown that strong convergence
can occur if stronger hypotheses are satisfied by the loadings and the initial conditions. In

particular, the initial conditions must satisfy a compatibility condition that will be
specified later.

The method used to prove strong convergence follows that of Raoult [Rl]. It is based on
the convergence of the norms in the Hilbert space L2( 0, T; L2(fi)).
Specifically, we prove the following.

Theorem 3. Let us assume that hypotheses (17) and (34) hold true, and that all the
convergences in (29) become strong convergences.
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Then, as e tends to zero,

Ue -* u° strongly in L2(0, T; H),

eÜ¿ -» 0 strongly in L2(0, T; L2(ß)),

ř/3e -» m® strongly in L2(0, 7"; L2(ß)),
0e -> d° strongly in L2(0, T; L2(ß)),
2caß -> strongly in L2(0,T; L2(ñ»,
e2®3 -> 0 strongly in L2(0, 7; L2(Q)), (62)
e2233 -* 0 strongly in L2(0, T' L2(ß)),

jea3([/e) -» 0 strongly in L2(0, T; L2(ß)),
-'e33(Ue)
- & tra0 strongly in L2(0, T; L2(ß)),
e-* ad0
&

-»
i/r

-

/7
/

8@

£ OX3

if and only if the following compatibility condition is satisfied by
and the initial loadings:

jf ( - Ip^SF) ) +(k(«°(0))! - WI) - 2^(0)«
+^o(e(u°(0)),e(w°(0))) - ^(e£,e£)
(63)
where is given in (37), ^ was defined in Sec. 2, and is defined as the following
bilinear form on Y :

B) - l (t+ŤA'1B'1 + (l-,Kl + ,)(»^)("g)) ^ (64)
Remark 9. If

<
Vq3

the

=

and

0,
0q

compatibility

jf

(65)
are

indepe

condition

[(k(0°(O))2

-

ßef)

+ ^o(e(M°(0)).e("0(0))) - ^(eO'eo) = (66)
If further

Uo, 0q satisfy (22) and (23) with F°(0) as loading,

eL> = 0> e^3 = aY^Ö0°- Y^tre(wg), (67)
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then

u°(o) = u°o, e°(o) = C
and (66) is satisfied.
Under the hypotheses (65), (67) there is no change in the initial temperature increment
field. We are led to state the following conjecture:

u°(0) = u°0 and 0°(O) = 0O° are necessary conditions for . .
strong convergence when (65) holds true.
All our attempts to find a counterexample to (C) have failed, and at the present time we

do not have any clue about the validity of (C). Of course, it is much more interesting in
our opinion to disprove (C) than to prove it.

Remark 10. The analog of Remark 5 holds true after replacing weak by strong
convergences everywhere in that remark.
Proof of Theorem 3. First, let us define the space Sč2 as

&-l = {^ = 0*1. *2. *3. S.) 1*1 e L2(o, T' [L2(ß)]3),

*2 G Y, ?3eL2(0,r;L2(ß)), ^4eL2(o,r;[L2(ß)f)1.
Proving the convergences (62) reduces to proving the strong convergence of the field &e of
S£2 defined as

y[=(eÙ:,Vf),
<${ = e(t/E),
'S I = 0e,

/8©: 1 ae^'

4 ' dxa ' £ 9x3 )'
to the field of áC2 defined as

*10=(0,«3°),

' eaß(u°) 0
^2° = e° = q(l + v)e° - vir e(u°) '
I

1

-

"

^3° = e °,

•■•-(£4
Indeed, with the help of (8) and of Poincaré's and Korn's inequalities, all fields entering
(62) are then found to converge.
For any ^ of «áP2, we define

inarm - r oo
If L fì p'e1(t)'2dx
L
fì
+ ®(e2(tie2(t))
Q
+ f Q ß'93(o'2dx
Jo Ja

+
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where 3d was defined in Sec. 2. In view of the positivity

defines a norm on JS?2 that is equivalent to the natural

Because L2( 0, T' L2(ß)) is uniformly convex, and sin

2 shows that, as e tends to zero, &e weakly con

convergence of @£ holds true if and only if |||^£||| c
zero.

Taking e(Üe(t)' Ù£(t ), and 0£(/) as test functions in (13b),

together the resulting expressions, and integrating the result over th

then over the time interval (0, T ), yields the following expression fo

IMI2 =T Jf pļ E 'eV0'a'2 +'V¿ |2j dx + á?(e(t/0e),e(ř/0f))
+ jf m/dx - 2 jf (f;(0)t/ofa + ^F3'(0)lfô) dx

-2jf± (7^10)^+^3^(0)^3)^

+ 2/o1 { + ¿F3e(')t/3e(0) dx (68)
+ Ir± (7G.±i(0t/.,(0+ ^Gf'WUfO^dyijdt

~2i Jo
Jo
I'll Jo Jo
I/o l^(s)Ua'(s)
I/o
+ 'f3'(s)U3'(s))
' e /
/ dx
+ /r+ (7Ča±£(í)t/ae(í)+ ^G3±ř(5){/3£(5))^ dsdt.
The computation of |||^°||| necessitates a detailed evaluation of the term á?(^2°(/), ^2°(0)Specifically, in view of the even character of all coefficients and of (36),

*0*2°('),*2°(O) = jjy {((ļ-f7y)^(u°(0)ea>0(0)
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Thus,

+ ((1-^a + ,))(A";(',)2}4"*

+ ( (1 - >)(1 + w) ) *"(u°('»' + 'l*°(,)l'
ftTM° , Jí0, ' , Ì , ,

+/0

Multiplication of (19), (23), and (24) by it^(t), ú°(í), and 6°(t), respectively, appropriate
integration by parts, addition of the resulting expressions, and integration over the time
interval (0,/)» then over the time interval (0,7), lead to the following expression for

IMI:

III if = T JU
JU
fP
-^Y^-dy P + %(e(u°(0)),e(u°(0)))
+ f k{6°(0
))2dy - 2 / JU3
(Fa°(0)u„(0) + F3°(0)«&) dy ,
03
JU3

.
(69) , .

+ 2J0f Ju
J0 Ju f (F í(/)u°a(r) + F3°(0«?(0) dydt
~2(TJ0J0
J0 JU>
J0 f f JU> (^KX-O + Ķ°(s)u%(s))dydsdt,
where and F® are given in (37) and á?0 is defined by (64).
The study of the convergence of |||^c||| to |||^°||| reduces to the study of the convergence
of the right-hand side of equality (68) to the right-hand side of equality (69).

Because all convergences in (29) are assumed to be strong convergences, and Ue
converges weakly in L2( 0, T' H) to w°, with u° in #°([0, T]' VKL),

lim
|||^i|2 = t'í (p|t>ol2) dy + ^(eO'eo)
e->0 L co

+ /{W) ^ -2((/a°(0)«o°a) +
CO ^

+ Io (0) "o°3 + ( g3± °(0) + g3 °(0)) «0°3)} dyļ (70)
+ 2 J0
J0Ju>
ff Ju> (Fa°(0u°a(ř) + F3°(t)u%(t))dydt

~2fJ0J0J0fJu>J0 f Ju> (K(s)a°a(s) + F3°(s)u°i(s))dydsdt.
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In view of (69) and (70),

lim IM2 = IMI2

e->0

if and only if

L (-^p- - ŪKFjļ +(K(r(o))J- (K'))
-2(r„»(o)<(o) -((/„°(oK„) + g±»(oM.(*, - ±D))

-4 + ~ <ly

+ ^o(e(uo(0),e(u°(0)))) - J'(

Since «o lies *n VKL (cf. Remark 4), equality
Concluding remarks. The results obtained in

Can strong convergence take place in the

change of initial condition in the temperature
field variable?

The first question has been commented on in Remark 9. It remains open at the present
time. A partial answer to the second question may be given by choosing the entropy field
Fa

s° = ß@e + T=Tv tre(i/£)

as a natural variable in Eq. (10) in place of the temperature field ©e (see Fran
similiar considerations in the context of homogenization). The field S£ is easi

to undergo any change in initial condition during the asymptotic process. Un

complete removal of the temperature field in Eqs. (8)-(12) leads to an evolu
with third-order space derivatives whose analysis seems difficult through
methods used in the present study.
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